
Hankelow Neighbourhood Plan

http://hankelow-neighbourhood-plan.weebly.com/

As well...

If you want you know more or read all of the comments please

 visit the web site...

“About Housing”

“About Roads”

“About Hankelow”

“About The Area”

“The neighbourhood plan is a wonderful idea... anything to make 
the village a happy environment should be encouraged...”

and these are just some of the 

comments you have made

“Hall lane cannot cope with the volume 
and speed of the traffic...” “Hall lane is becoming increasingly dangerous”

“Five dwellings per year, over twenty years is too much.”

“There is sufficient housing already”

“Little regard for needs or requirements - unwanted light and noise pollution, lack of mains drainage...”

“Keep the environment safe and available 
for future generations to enjoy”

“Maintaining a quite and friendly 
village and a habitat for wildlife”

“The natural and historic environment of 
Hankelow rates highly with me...”

“Hankelow should stay a small 
hamlet type village.”

“No more than 20 houses by 2030”

“Access, infrastructure and parking are very important”

“Endeavour to keep a friendly recreational 
environment for the younger population”

“The Parish Council needs to be more 
aware of planning guidelines”

“Housing design should 
complement rural, non-urban 

environment...”

“Sustaining small businesses in the community” “Keep the village small and the village green unspoilt”

“Jobs and the economy are 
important to us”

“a good community to raise 
children is important”

“safety and quality of life for children and 
family...”

“Supporting the local pub as a centre to the community is important to us”

“Traffic is too fast and increasingly endangering pedestrians...”

“Housing should be small 2-3 bedroom for families and 1st time buyers”

“Resources are already stretched - Oil, Water, Schools, Doctor, Roads......  Sewage, Gas?, Light pollution”

“Why not opt for a maximum no. of dwellings by 2030 rather than a yearly average...”

“We should not be held to an affordable housing target...”

“We live here because we like the 
way it is and it has been sustainable 
for many generations...”

“Roads are not suited to future development”

“A major concern is the lack of mains drainage”

“About The 
Neighbourhood Plan”


